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TELEMENTORING ALLOWS TO ACHIEVE THE NEXT LEVEL OF SURGICAL PRACTICE

You will be able to carry out the surgery independently in your operating room, supervised and guided remotely by an expert tutor who will follow your steps with audio and video.

FLIPPED LEARNING IN SURGICAL EDUCATION: HANDS ON SUPPORTED BY EXPERTS
TELEMENTORING ALLOWS TO ACHIEVE THE NEXT LEVEL OF SURGICAL PRACTICE
The **purpose** of Telementoring is to improve the skills of surgeons. Appropriate remote care prevents complications and helps to solve complex cases. The surgical strategy, followed step by step, is often the key to success.

The **perfect candidate** is the specialist who already knows the basic techniques of surgery, but which still requires an expert support, not for surgical skills, but for a correct surgical strategy.
ESASO selects a group of trainers among its renowned Faculty, and provide Telementoring for the following subspecialties.

- SURGICAL RETINA
- CORNEA
- GLAUCOMA
TELEMENTORING
TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

FOR THE MENTEE

- Ionyx (ESASO will provide the ionyx), that has to be connected with the microscope
  - Internet connection
  - VPN Virtual Private Network
- Smartphone with a quality mobile signal
- Wireless earphones (Bluetooth connection)
  - Smartphone stand
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